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Ecolinguistics
The increasingly rapid destruction of the ecological systems that support life is
calling into question some of the fundamental stories that we live by: stories of
unlimited economic growth, of consumerism, progress, individualism, success, and
the human domination of nature. Ecolinguistics shows how linguistic analysis can
help reveal the stories we live by, open them up to question, and contribute to the
search for new stories. Bringing together the latest ecolinguistic studies with new
theoretical insights and practical analyses, this book charts a new course for
ecolinguistics as an engaged form of critical enquiry. Featuring: A framework for
understanding the theory of ecolinguistics and applying it practically in real life;
Exploration of diverse topics from consumerism in lifestyle magazines to Japanese
nature haiku; A comprehensive glossary giving concise descriptions of the
linguistic terms used in the book; Discourse analysis of a wide range of texts
including newspapers, magazines, advertisements, films, nonfiction books, and
visual images. This is essential reading for undergraduates, postgraduates and
researchers working in the areas of Discourse Analysis and Language and Ecology.

50 Fabulous Knit Aran Stitches
Knitters
Provides in-depth information on shaping and fitting, working with color and
graphics, using dressmaker details, and finishing techniques, and includes
instructions for sixteen garments

Cornish Guernseys & Knitfrocks
The Great American Aran Afghan booklet features 24 squares by twenty-four
knitters. Combine 20 squares of your choice for the throw and pair the additional
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four into accent pillows. All the information you'll need to knit The Great American
Aran Afghan is included in this convenient booklet.

The Great American Aran Afghan
Drawing on the rich heritage of traditional British knitwear, twenty-five knitting
patterns bring together classic designs with contemporary colors and yarns in a
collection that includes Arans, Fisherman's Ganseys, Fair Isle, and Shetland Lace
works. Original. 25,000 first printing. Crafter's Choice Alt.

Circa
Fishermen's Sweaters
Includes general articles on architecture, sculpture, literature, traditional crafts;
biographical data on artists, composers, actors; archaeological sites and important
buildings.

The Complete Book of Traditional Knitting
Richly illustrated with photos, charts, and drawings, this guide features more than
100 patterns for children's and adults' sweaters, jackets, caps, mittens, stockings,
and shawls. Includes suggestions for adaptations to individual tastes.

220 Aran Stitches and Patterns
“Crisp, clear photographs precede charts and schematics, providing an easy-tofollow format. Altogether a wonderful book.”—McCall’s Needlework. “Well
represented are Aran, Fair Isle, and multihued patterns for sweaters and coats that
can be worn by men or women.”—Booklist. “Libraries should consider this title for
even very small knitting collections.”—Library Journal.

Perfectly Feminine Knits
Fully illustrated guide features 82 patterns for traditional fishermen's sweaters.
Collected from sources throughout the British Isles, these sweaters and cardigans
for men and women range from lightweight jerseys to heavier guernseys.

Cables, Diamonds, & Herringbone
Features traditional and original patterns that can be used to create knitted
sweaters, along with projects for patterned sweaters and her advice for
determining a design's color scheme.

Knitting in the Nordic Tradition
Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting book—a deluxe guide to creating
over 25 authentic Harry Potter knits based on the iconic films. Channel the magic
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of the Harry Potter films from the screen to your needles with the ultimate knitter’s
guide to the Wizarding World. Featuring over 25 magical knits pictured in gorgeous
full-color photography, this book includes patterns for clothing, home projects, and
keepsakes pulled straight from the movies—and even includes a few iconic
costume pieces as seen on-screen. With yarn suggestions based on the true colors
used in the films, projects range from simple patterns like the Hogwarts house
scarves to more complex projects like Mrs. Weasley’s Christmas sweaters. A true
fan must-have, this book also includes fun facts, original costume sketches, film
stills, and other behind-the-scenes treasures. Harry Potter: Knitting Magic is sure to
have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their
best knitting wizardry.

Aran Sweater Design
Reissue of an all-time classic knitting title Designs from Scotland, England, and
Ireland as well as mainland Europe and North America Knitting Technique section
provides handy tips for making every creation perfect Born into a fishing
community, the popular handknit designer Alice Starmore is uniquely qualified to
present this knitwear collection.Inspired by seafaring themes from around the
world. The 20 versatile sweaters featured in this book are all within the range of
the average knitter and come with full instructions and charts. All the designs are
beautifully photographed against a backdrop of romantic coastal locations and are
sure to inspire in the reissue of this classic collection.

Traditional Aran Knitting
An ardent collector of knit patterns, Rita Weiss was always fascinated with the
beautiful Aran sweaters that supposedly came from the Aran Islands off the coast
of Ireland. She loved the stories that accompanied them and the idea that each
stitch had a special meaning. Even though historians now are saying the stories
were all a myth used as a marketing tool, Rita never stopped loving the patterns.
She shares 50 favorites here. Each can be worked in any yarn you choose, either in
multiples (the number of stitches needed to complete one unit of the pattern) or in
panels with a specific stitch count. Patterns include Cathedral Cables, Rapunzel's
Cable, Tied Ropes, Desert Sand, Blarney Kiss, Quilted Cables, Diamond Windows,
and more. 50 Fabulous Knit Aran Stitches (Leisure Arts #4530)

Knitting Ganseys
Ireland, a Cultural Encyclopaedia
Patterns for forty classic Dutch fishermen's sweaters are accompanied by vintage
photographs and stories about the sweaters and the lives of the people who made
and wore them

Knitting the New Classics
Knitters of all skill levels will find this volume an excellent source of inspiration as
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well as a guide that ranges from familiar Shetland and Fair Isle patterns to
charming, lesser-known styles of Norway, Greece, Turkey, and other countries.
Illustrated with photographs, diagrams, and charts, it also provides instructions for
13 traditional garments.

Michael Pearson's Traditional Knitting
Collects patterns for knitting shirts, sweaters, jackets, coats, and other clothes in
the style of the Aran Islands

Patterns for Guernseys, Jerseys & Arans
Yes, it's true--you CAN create the classic style of Aran sweaters with crochet!
These luxurious designs look and feel just like knitted garments. Ten sweaters and
vests feature texture-filled stitch patterns Patterns introduce cables, bobbles, seed
stitches, and more Includes step-by-step crochet stitches, plus simple projects for
first-time crocheters

The Complete Book of Traditional Aran Knitting
Gansey sweaters were standard wear for nineteenth-century British fishermen.
With their intricate knit-purl patterns, dropped shoulders, and easy fit, these
handsome, comfortable garments are still a pleasure to wear - and knit- today.
Knitting Ganseys is designed for knitters of every skill level and provides all you
need to know to create modern versions of these old-world classics. Reprint of the
original edition.

Classic Knits for Kids
A translation of a book published in Germany in 2004, this book includes knitting
patterns for traditional-style Guernsey, Jersey, and Filey fishermen's sweaters, as
well as how to adapt the textural motifs from these sweaters to modern garments.

Arans & Celtics
Set sail into comfy luxury with the simple elegance of an aran afghan! Experienced
crocheters will get hooked on stitches while crafting these 5 projects. The nautical
knots will add miles to your stitching pleasure.

Country Weekend Knits
Some of us take pride and pleasure in our needlework skills, while others of us
have been drawn to sewing crafts but haven't been confident enough to try them.
Happily, this book is a gold mine of instruction and inspiration for everyone,
whatever your level of skill.

Knitting from the Netherlands
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Knitter's Almanac
Irish Aran knitting is a living tradition with a worldwide reach. Arans communicate
warmth, comfort and a sense of home, which people the world over continue to
respond to, even though the connection to our rocky outcroppings in the Atlantic
Ocean may be long forgotten. Aran grew up in the harsh environment of the Aran
Islands where everyday wear consisted of home-spun fabrics and knits. Today Aran
survives as part of a rich craft heritage and as high and slow fashion on the
catwalks of the world. Vawn Corrigan explores the history, mythology and growth
of this iconic design in this beautiful and informative hardback book.

The Crochet Workbook
Aran knitwear is instantly recognisable, respectfully fashionable and generously
comfortable. With a long-treasured heritage steeped in Irish history, it is no
surprise that most knitters express a wish to produce an Aran knit at some time in
their creative life. This book delves into the history and heritage of this popular
style, offering traditional designs and patterns, whilst providing inspiration for
contemporary and innovative adaptations. Written for the dedicated knitter, Aran
Design: The Creative Knitter's Handbook offers a unique insight into the trends and
techniques associationed with the style. This beautifully illustrated book includes:
the history of Aran knitting; recommended materials and equipment; a dictionary
of stitches; how to plan an initial design; working out the numbers for a project and
finishing tips and techniques. It is invaluable reading for all who wish to learn more
about Aran knitting. Beautifully illustrated with 164 colour and black & white
photographs and 59 line artworks.

Little Aran & Celtic Knits for Kids
This newly revised and updated edition provides more information on the gansey
tradition as well as new, modern patterns.

Knitting America
"A new and expanded edition of the work originally published by William Collins
Sons & Co Ltd, London, and Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, in
1984"--T.p. verso.

Alice Starmore's Charts for Color Knitting
If you've never crossed a cable, we'll show you how. Or, if you're ready for a new
challenge, you'll find it here. Clear instructions, excellent charts, close-up
photographs, and fully illustrated techniques make knitting cables easy to
understand and fun to do. Arans & Celtics is the second in the Best of Knitter's
series, collections of favorite designs from the archives of Knitter's Magazine. Find
your favorites from these 30 classic projects: sweaters, vests, and jackets for the
whole family. If you've never met a cable you didn't like, Arans & Celtics is for you.
If you've never knit a cable (or never thought you could), Arans & Celtics is for you,
too. Book jacket.
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Harry Potter: Knitting Magic
Aran sweaters—those heavily-textured cabled sweaters which originated off the
coast of Ireland—are delightful to look at and interesting to knit. They are also fun
to design! If you've ever wanted to create your own, unique version of this knitting
trasition, this is the book for you. Included is information on knitting cables, picking
combinations of cables which look good together, drafting an Aran sweater
pattern, and so much more.

Knitter's Almanac
The Harmony Guides are a series of highly practical, illustrated guides to hand
knitting and crochet, explaining basic techniques from start to finish. An easy-tofollow, practical guide to this universally popular stitch, this book includes
diamonds, cables, twists, honeycombs, textures, panels, and backgrounds.

Designing Knitwear
Includes many delightful contemporary photographs, and detailed instructions and
charts show how to knit a Cornish guernsey incorporating one of 30 local patterns

Aran Design
This book presents 30 traditional knitwear designs for children from 0-6 years old.
All of the sweaters are illustrated in full colour. The patterns combine style with
practicality and all garments are made up in hardwearing, quality yarns.

The Aran Sweater
Take your craft to another level with this imaginative approach to crochet. More
than just a manual on techniques or a pattern book, this guide shows how to
transcend the use of traditional hooks, stitches, and yarns to produce truly
innovative creations. A pioneering work in freeform crochet, the book is suitable for
all ages and levels of expertise. It provides beginners with the chance to master
basic stitches, and it offers advanced crocheters the opportunity to discover new
ideas, colors, and designs. More than 80 color photographs and 49 line drawings
with captions illustrate everything from stitches to garment construction to
finished products. A concluding section of practical information explains
abbreviations and terms, and every chapter encourages the development of
personal creativity and individual style.

Knitting Ganseys, Revised and Updated
Distinctively modern, perfectly feminine knitting designs. Knitters will delight in
patterns that effortlessly combine a thoroughly modern sophistication with a
certain delicate femininity. Author Lene Holme SamsÃ¸e explores striking shapes,
refined details, and lovely textures in a collection that includes knitted sweaters,
cardigans, a poncho, scarves, stockings, mittens, and possibly the prettiest hat
one's ever seen. A number of knit patterns have optional variations that transform
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the garments in subtle ways. From relaxed weekend attire to an office-ready
garment or a lightweight sweater that can double up as a piece in one's winter
wardrobe, Lene has knitters covered for all occasions. With patterns both easy and
more complex, there's something for every level of knitter. Look for knitting
designs made up in an elegantly restrained palette using yarns that range from
sheer to heavier-weight and see examples of how different some knit patterns can
look depending on the shade of yarn used.

Reader's Digest Complete Guide to Needlework
“Susan has placed the history of knitting within the context of American history, so
we can clearly see how knitting is intertwined with such subjects as geography,
migration, politics, economics, female emancipation, and evolving social mores.
She has traced how a melting pot of knitting traditions found their way into
American culture via vast waves of immigration, expanded opportunity for travel,
and technology.” —Melanie Falick This is the history that Knitting America
celebrates. Beautifully illustrated with vintage pattern booklets, posters, postcards,
black-and-white historical photographs, and contemporary color photographs of
knitted pieces in private collections and in museums, this book is an exquisite view
of America through the handiwork of its knitters.

Irish Aran
Suitable for novices to the Aran style as well as experienced knitters, this guide
offers start-to-finish advice. More than 20 distinctive patterns, with 117
illustrations, include traditional sweaters, cardigans, jackets, coats, and more.

Aran Knitting
Opskrifter på strikkede arbejder med et nyt tema for hver måned

Crocheted Aran Sweaters
Rowan Yarn's master knitwear designer Martin Storey shares twenty-five beautiful
patterns for babies and toddlers Featuring soft colors, a mixture of traditional Aran
patterns, touches of intarsia colorwork, and sweet knitting pattern motifs that both
children and parents will love, the projects in this book will make the perfect
addition to your little one's wardrobe or room decor. Traditional cabled and Celtic
patterns, plus rabbits, cats, anchors, hearts, and birds adorn a wide range of
garments and accessories from cardigans, sweaters, dresses, and skirts, to
blankets, scarves, socks, and gloves. All the designs are knit in Rowan's cozy and
comfortable natural wool yarns—and range from simple to challenging—so there's
something for every knitter to enjoy. The twenty-five adorable designs in this book
are sure to become special keepsake handknits that will be treasured for years to
come.

Aran Afghans
Encompasses the history of Aran knitting offering a complete workshop in
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technique, pattern, and design.
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